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ABSfliOS

$Ms thesis deals, with iBfleeted- linguistie forms 
in modem Japaneseo She forms are analysed using three 
different systems s ©me used hy modem Japanese. grammarians <, 
and derived from the grammar of elassieal,Japanese? one 
used hy some:Amerioan.linguists$ and one.eonstrtieted ac
cording to transformation theoryl The three systems are 
compared on the basis of comprehensiveness of coverage, 
and on the , basis of. theoretical - foundation» The trans
formational analysis, is found to be superior from the second 
point of view only0

j
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lETROBUO.SIOE

flie- goals of linguistic analysis .have , always been 
somewhat unspecified to 8understamd8 language material in 
some vaguely. defihed: frame.-of. refexenoeo Of late, however, 
statements.. (e.0 g. Ohomshy 1,957s PPo 49-60, 85=105) have 
begun emerging, which formulate...such, goals. against a general 
theory, of language and a formal. model. of. linguistic.. struc= 
ture o The value of such formulations: for . specific analyses 
is obvious? they permit a ..greater..degree of rational . prefer
ence among.competing treatments. of any linguistic, subsystem. 
They may further sugge st new ■ dimensions to the. analysis by 
providing a clearer understanding. of.. the. linkage between 
structural, levels . and. among parallel subsystems,

In approaching modern Japanese, in many ways a 
heavily studied and, well known... language,, the value of a 
theory-oriented.methodology should le partieularly apparent,
If it can evaluate and extend,.existing-analyses , and point 
to new: interpretations^ then it is .at least worth experi
menting with. In particular, I,shall subject.modern Japa
nese verb forms to an analysis which ...assumes the • framework 
of transformation itheory as developed by 1 , A, Chomsky, ̂

1, 8Verb forms8: here means all inflected, stems and
their endings.?., 1, e, Japanese voaen. rather than, any Indo- 
European concept, of.8 verb8, :
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I shall, do. this in relation to as many already , formulated 
hypotheses as possihle„

2hese hypotheses, •attaoh themselves to, two aa^or 
fooi, which I shall call the /8 traditional. Japanese, six^stem 
system8, and the 8neo=BlOomfieldian ten-form, system8 ,,. Eat- 
mrally, among the analyses-, of individual, scholarsthere is 
more or less variation from the focal .types0 The. limita
tions of space -dictat e that one or two treatment s-..within 
each focus he considered representative at the expense of a 
complete review of the. literatures . This entails less dis
tortion than: might hei imagined,, .since these two 8 schools8 
do illmstrafe the, only two analytic frameworksvof real 
acceptance to date j differences: in detail do. not. affect the 
framework.

For the. purposes of this paper, I, shall, transerihe 
Japanese using the notation outlined by Hattori Shiro (1960, 
pp. 360-4), with one modification..^ While the controversies

John.Ghew (1961) has carried out.a transformational 
analysis of modem. Japanese. My .omi ideas., developed inde
pendently of Hr. Chews work, compose Appendix II.

2. This, applies only to citations, of. data; . Japanese 
names and linguistic. terms will he cited. in the more ..usual 
modified .Hepbum system.

Hattori8s phonemic notation is as follows.. Possible 
morae s . - '

/8a 8 i /n - ■-, 8e . .8 o 8 ja , 8 ju 8 jo 8wa/
/ka ki ku, ke ko. kja kju. kjo/
Zga gi gu ge go gja gju gjo/
/nga ngi ngu nge ngo ngja ngju. ngjo/
/sa si su,. se so s ja sju. s jo/
/za zl zu ze zo z ja zju. z jo/



of «Japane se , plionemies are. not directly relevant , to , what is 
being: developed ..here, one of.. the consequences . of. transfor
mation theory is that a,;rigid ..segregation of phonemics,
morphology , and . syntax is meaningless, and. misleading  Prom
a generative point.of-Viewv the.meaningful levels are phrase 
structure, transformation set, and morphophonemic.. rules| 
each is dependent on the.others .(Chomsky 1957$ pp. 11=2, 26, 
4?, 57 ) o I shall. be working only with the. f irst two, but I 
shall., often symbolize my units:as if the third had also been

is Bernard Bloch has said (1946a, p. 97), "The facts 
here presented,are not new;... It.is only the arrangement 
of the facts and. the formulation, of the. system which they 
reflect that may. be called .new. " Even less, than he am I 
able,, to bring.:to bear. any. new. factual' information in. my anal 
ysiSo The mechanics, of the .transformational technique will

/ta el cu te to cja cju
/da de do/
/na ni nu ne no, nja nj,u njo/
/ha hi . hu- .. he ho hja h|u : hjo/
/pa pi  pu.. • pe. po pja. pju pjo/
/ba bi ' bu be bo bja bju bjo/
/ma.. , mi mu me mo mj a mju mjo/
/ra ri ru re ro r Ja rju rjo/
/?n q V

=: velar, nasal / 'I /
, nasal mora / N /
/q/:= stopped mo ra /Q/
/'/ - accent / "*/
The modification., is that I omit the, glottal, stops 

preceding.-the first row -aud'/n/o .



not be • obtrusively 'apparent, but lie imder the surfae.e.-sof 
the argument „ They will., however, justify the - re int e rpre ~ 
tat ions- which .I make and. the extensions which. I attempt.



TEID'ITIOHAL' ̂ JAmiESB-. .MABIS IS

According, to Haskimoto-'Sllimklelii (Saekl,. Zakada., and 
Hayashi 1-961', Pv 3©9), it was, the . infteence :of'Sanskrit 
.studies:,-in . the Kamakura .period. which first hr ought about 
serious intere-st' in. Japanese infleetions 0.. ,A. desoriptiye 
system was later. developed . in the. Edo., period which still has 
great, influence..in Japan. It is this •system as further 
developed by modern Japanese ..grammarians, under the influ
ence of lestem,,linguisties. (a, g. the. works of" de .Sanssure 
and Bloomfield), and adapted to the , modern language., which 
I call the 8traditional Japanese analysis8„ It is tradi
tional in the., sense, that it is based on the grammar, of the 
Glassloal.language, and. Japanese in the sense that -it is. the 
product of . Japanese . scholars o

Generally speaking, modem Japanese grammarians, have 
not been directly concerned.with the morphemic analysis.of 
inflected- forms. They have been..Interested on the- one. hand 
with ..classifying parts of. speech..according to meaning, .as 
well as;form, and-on the other with stating,syntactic co
occurrence .relationships„ This gives rise to two ways of 
thinking■ about inflected, forms.f they are treated either. as 
8stems8 (kei.or .dan) which vary-from,a central stem, or as 

' ' ' 5
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9methods -. (ho) : of building. ..bunsetsUo1 1 shall., be following
the outline of. Baeki TJmetomo (1959 9 pp= 83=106) in his book

supplemented by the material in the Kokugo=
fEokuKQ

Saeki himself^ His is a eoneise and, typical treatmento My
remarks constitute a synopsis of what Saeki says S', he should

These terms, and a re cognition o f.the system they imply, go 
back to theEdo period,grammarians0 -
to several words, and characterized by an internal.structure 
an. Intonation pattern, and. certain phonologic peculiarities 
(ev go Tokyo dialect /g/A'/ng/ alternation) * It was. first 
presented by Hashimoto Shinkichi, , and has. since.. been much 
elaborated& This type of approaeh is a. Twentieth.Oentufy 
development o .

2.o' The free/bound form dichotomy cuts. the. entire 
lexicon, not.Just inflected forms. ‘

. The English terms ... I use. are/glosses of the Japanese, 
and intended as convenient . substitutes, only. . '

be referred to for examples and further explanation
Olasalfioation 0, Inflected words are broken down 

first into two. subgroups resembling. 8free forms! 
go) and 8 bound. forms.8 X fuzokugo).2 which are further sub
divided., as follows §

free forms Verbs . Eive-steo
.1 iritsugo doshl mo dan

Upper one-step 
kami., ichidan
.Lower one-step 
shlmo ichidan

’ei and ren
tal kei next , then misen kei,and' Iz.en.kei<,. noting.. the sym
metry of name . arrangement, . Melrel ■kei was .a, later accretion

;P p. 166)

The bunsetsu is a. syntactic, unit consisting of one



B> irregular 
ka-gyo heulcaku
8-irregular 
sa-gyo. heukaku

Adjectival verbs

Bound forms Auxiliary verbs

0ontinuative particles 
setsuzoku Joski

Some of tkese may be further subdivided into form.or
meaning classes»

The free form words inflect on a six stem systems
Negative stem. 
Sentinuative stem 
Terminal stem 
Attributive stem 
Indefinite stem 
Imperative stem.

mizen. kei 
ren^I kei 
shuslii kei 
rentai kei 
katei kei 
meirei kei,

There is a good deal of redundancy in this system as applied 
to modern Japanese„ but each binary opposition is distin
guished in' at least one subclass0 ̂ The auxiliary verbs are 
also treated according to this, pattern, but many of them

separates. shushi kei and.; rentai kei on the basis of the . 
kelvodoshi (daTnajppp os ition, .although for doshi and keivo- 
shi they are identical throughout0



only Imperfectly fit. the categories0 .0ontinmative particles 
do not s, in general , vary their fo.rm0

Vihat this amounts to for present purposes is simply 
that Japanese ..grammarians have- classified Inflections in 
"paradigms8, occasionally splitting "basic stems8. (gpkan) 
and endings by. the syllabic divisions which the .. kana ortho - 
graphy suggests,o Such analysis, does: not represent morphemic 
segregation, however, bmt is simply a come is: e--way of cata
loguing variations; the stems are considered as units for 
all other purposesSome eontinmative particles and auxil
iary verbs are. the . only, elements which might be. considered

/  . '  • "  iinfleeti.onal. endings. in. the familiar sense (io e. they are. 
closely, attached to their stems), but only a very few of 
them .could qualify (e 0 g„ cent Inmat ive. part icl e s °te0 -ba, 
and. perhaps =tora? .auxiliary verbs -ta, . <°û .ioo. -mai. and 
perhaps ^taroo)»̂  She majority would have to.be thought of 
as conjTm.c.tlons. or other relation words (i» el' "preposi
tions8 ) I

Thus far, the. system. applies equally to modem or

41 1© attempt is made to semantically isolate bound
morphemes .or basic stems, for example. This would have led 
to the recognition of consonant .versus vowel stems,, as in
deed happened with other scholars (see beloifK •

5= jEohug-ogahu jiten (EohugO;.. gakkai ..1961, pi 164) 
classes ta; i°taroo)..as an auxiliary verb because it can.be 
used as - either .shushi kel.or rental kel: °te (-tara) is a 
particle because it does, not correspond to any ̂ temi The 
same, remark applies to. -u^loo and -mai, versus -ba 0



classical. Japanese = ̂ In working with the modem language, 
however s two of the stems are hifmreates along with the 
negative stem, there is the intentional stem (shiko kei); 
and along, with the cent innative stem, there is the- eontrae- 
ted. stem (onhim kelL  These occur with all elasses': except 
one (lohidan verbs ). and are nsmlly-treated as ^ailostems1 
hut some Japanese grammarians would make them, independent, 
as does 8akuma,Kanae (Eolmao- gakkai 1961. p0 168) There
are other Isolated eases of variant stems, such as the 
negative stem of snru» and the imperative stem of lohidan

Qverhs and snm« . ; "
Sjntaxo Sjntaetle interest centers in the hunsetsuo 

and>. relations h etween him set sn. ̂ There are five 'methods8. 
of forming hnnsetsn. composed of .a. single,. inflected forms

60 The.systems/ are the,same except that the. indefi
nite stem is. called the oast stem., tizem kef) in classical 
grammar0 Of course the forms, and meanings, of many other
1 exical. items., and-.grammati.cal. oategories have changed -.also0 
The Inahllity to treat modem Japanese as distinct from 
elassieal is a defect net yet overcome, by Japanese- gram
marians, and this.analysis minimizes the specific diachronic 
changeswhich Japanese has.undergone0

To . The shlko. kei supplies:-- the o-retsu form changing 
_____ . /step, the classical name for this verh sub
class), to godan0 0h the other hand, making it an • independ
ent stem would mean that the, keivoshl and kelvodoshi would 
lack another stem form . Cmizen kei as well.as ,meirei ,kei) „

8o Saeki (.1959, ppo ‘ 92-3), treats the Imperative 
forms with; -jo. and --ro as variant , stems °s other grammarians 
treat them as particles even though they are now almost 
always found attached to the stems„ This interpretation 
would still imply two meirei kei for surui. se-.lo. and si-ro,



Mid-stop method.. .chnshi.ho
continuati've stem

Oontinuative method . renyo.ho
(hot for verbs) continuative stem
Regular terminal method .futsu shushi: ho

terminal., stem
Attributive/method . rental ho;

attributive.stem
Imperative' method meire 1 . shushi hi
(verbs only) imperative stem0̂

These are distinguished,by the particular.stem used to form 
them., and by the bunsetsu (or lack of one) which follows or 
precedes, in the sentence,, lote that only four of them 
operate for any one class, and. that the'negative- and indefi
nite stems do. not. enter into this,, type of construct ion „

Compound verbal bunsetsu (free form.4= bound form) 
are classified according to which stem is required by the 
bound form (and further classified:by the particular bound 
form itself)0, The free form entering, into such a construc
tion may be itself.compound.in,the same way, Mote that this 
excludes from, consideration compound verbal constructions 
with two or more free . forms., . which Gertainiy. exist, but 
which often carry into.two or more bunsetsUo Thus a precis 
of the: Japanese . inflected word according to Japanese gram
marians mights be arranged as follows (Saeki 1959, pp, 88- 
99) s

9o There are two other terminal, methods which occur 
in classical. Japanese but not in modern0
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G-okazi shiko / onb in/ sklskl rental kat el. me ire 1 

. mlzen renyo
of representative free forms of all classes

Permitted methods of forming single-stem bmisetsu

GontinuatIve part 1 eles, appropriate to stea'and. class

Auxiliary verbs appropriate to stem and.classo 
■ Phis sophisticated ■ descriptive device, ..while it has 

no,built In morphemic analysis g and is often redundant in 
its categories» does cover the modem Japanese inflectional 
system very . completely, as an isolated subsystem of the. lan
guage o Its disadvantages from a comprehensive point of 
view, when compared .with other devices. will soon become 
apparento



HBO-BlOOHEIBIjDmTAMYSIS

%ile moderm lingmisties did Influence and stimulate 
particularly the syntactie approach: outlined above , a thor= 
oughgoing. modem. approach to Japanese-grammar had to wait 
on foreign scholars who.were not so,closely bound to the 
Japanese: traditional fheir influence began to be felt with 
the needs for better language teaching techniques occasioned 
by the. Second World War. A. new system for describing Japa
nese inf lee t ions. grew up, which 1 call the ne 0“Bloomf ield- 
ian analysis ' ol A central figure in thid development was

to ;'Modern: linguistics5 here means basic, early 
works , e, g0 de Saussure.8 s . Gours . de . line:uistiane generale. 
and Bioomfieldls language„ which' appear in.bibliographies 
very early0 Generally speaking, Japanese grammarians read 
such works; but any.ideas they got were very general, and 
worked into.the context of traditional thought0 It was in 
areas where traditional thought was lacking., like.phonology 
or aecent, that, modem linguistic methods made.real headway» 
fhis remains, somewhat true' even today ; for example, .Bloch5 s 
grammar (tgWabo) is cited only once in the Kokugogaku 
llten (KokUgogakkai 1961. pP 9*3) in an item on the journal 
language, as an example of Asian language studies0 , Ho 
reference is made to.its contents.

ike . reverse.. is.. also true0 Ihile Bloch , and the others 
must,obviously have been familiar with the Japanese analysis, 
it is not clear just whom . they read, if anyonei . , Generally , 
the bibliographies and notes of Bloch and. M s  followers cite 
Japanese •works: for .iinguistie data, onlyo

20 .51 eo-Bioomfleidian5 is a. term used, by Ohomsky to 
describe American linguistics vin the tradition of Leonard 
. Bloomfield as opposed... to his .own conceptual structure.o I 
use/-.it as a handy tag for those .. American scholars who have 
wbpced on .modem . Japanese^ •. The great majority would. also ■ 
beso classified by Chomsky..

12
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Bernard Bloch., who •published hlg. Stndies. In Oolloa.uial Jaga- 
nese (l946abc) after the war0 It is his work which provides 
the outline here „ ilhile Bloch. was not the first to begin 
this sort of analysis (Xamaglwa. 19^2 9 breaks -away from the 
Japanese tradition) , .his,work was so careful, and complete 
that subsequent studies took his as a. foundation^ and most 
of what he formulated .has remained definitive today, ̂

The neo-Bloomfieldian approach made three assump
tions not made by the Japaneses. 1) modem Japanese should be 
analyzed in itself out of any historical context; only when 
such analysis is complete can .diachronic studies be profit
ably . pursued. (Bloch 1946a, p0 97.) l 2) a linguistic level
called the word, exists ? determined, by differences in pro-/ '
cedure for combining morphemes, and.implying two - separate 
areas of studys morphology.and..syntax (Bloch 1946b? p,

fa ,
157)9 3) phonemic notation is the only, relevant starting
point for analysis; (Bloch 1946as, p, 98, n, 4) o’

Eornholoev, Ten forms are thus discovered s 
Eon-past indicative 
Past indicative 
Ion-past presumptive

3o An exception is his syntax (1946b) which was 
readjusted by .Bleanoo?, Jorden (1955K  Her quarrel is with 
some of his. methods rather than, with his overall, theory»

4.0 This distinction comes from B1 oomfield, who, is 
quoted by both Bloch (1946b, p, 157, n, 8) and Eleanor 
Jordem (1955, p., 1)» - ' «"
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Past presiifflptive 
Imperative 
Provisieiaal 
.Oonditional 
Alternative 
Infinitive 
fiermado ̂

Gomparing them (in phonemic notation) and extracting the 
largest eonstant part, the "'bases'5 and 8 endings - are is op
iated (b©th may have environment=dependent variants ) 0 ©n 
the basis of the postulated endings, form Glasses are estab
lished naturally those, which emerge are exactly the. same 
as mentioned above, with new names s

Verbs (doshi) .<»-»«»»- Vowel (base ends in vowel)
(lehidan)
Gonsenant (base ends in.consonant)

-

5o These .terms are Bloch's, and have become stan
dard 0 Shotiara and; lamagiwa. (1960). use (in the same order) : 

Present. conclusive "attributive .
Past c onclmsive-attribmtive 
Present conjectural 
Past.conjeetural
Imperative, Polite conjunctive, and, Adverbial 
First conditional 
Second eonditional 
Alternative.
Eirst conjunctive .. ,
Second conjunctiveo
Eleanor lorden eliminates the • past presumptive, be.̂  

cause she .would ^analyse % it as two lexemes'-* (1955, pi 30, nc 
46)0 She is, of.course, right.about that (see below)9 but 
her analysis (contraction of -ta daroo) seems farfetched»
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kuru
sum

G opnla.(kelyodoshi) <, ̂
On the basis, of the postulated bases.g mnlti-merpheme eon=* 
stracts ane analyzed. whieh. are. unit lexical items from a 
syntactic point of view! Analysis is- based, on bound yersus 
free stems $ and - the,., classof. . the final constitnent»̂  How
ever, the major dichotomy, of boimd ,form versns, free form in 
Inflected words is discarded0 The invariant- setsnzokn ; .toghi 
and iodoshi become parts of the endings, other .iodoshi be
come full scale infleeted words, and other ioshi become 
sentence and phrase partlcl.es, handled as part of the syn- 
taxo^ The classes iodoshi and. setsuzoku . .ioshi .are .ellmi- 
natedo- : v

6„ This, material is a summary of Bloch (1946a) ; see 
him and. Appendix i;fdr examples»

Bloch doesn9.t separate. 1-stem (kami lohldan) and ê- 
stem (shlmo ichidan.y vowei verbs’o and. Includes all Instances 
of the ■ copula, hot just those following nouns (1.. el he in
cludes some . ,.1.odoshl ) „ , _ ■ . „ :

To This is the subject of Bloch (1946c.) 0 Other 
criteria include the ©ecurrence of bound, stems. in other in
flected words, derivation from a.noun, and.special endings 
(8negatiye adjectiyes ) o

Bo' For example.: -te, -tara., -tari. -ta,' -taroo.
.ioo, -mais and =ba become endings or parts of endingsi 
-TriarerUo (s)aseru. and, -tal become full stems which . con
tribute to one. type - of derived. :.basaâ  desu ■: after adjectives 
is identified: as a copula; and kara, no ni, and keredomo 
are clause particlesl ..Bee .Appendix I. " ■ ' ’
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The end. lags: are seaside red. individual morpheme si.

hhdh is defined semantically as well as formally.^ Inasmuch
as adjectives lack one form (imperative)9 and the copula
lacks two (imperative and infinitive)| and there are seme
detectable semantic differences among corresponding forms in
the three, their endings are not.usually identified as
strict allomorphSo^ . Otherwise, they comprise a single
system, against which . exceptions and. special forms, are to be 

11

Shis basic morphology is supplemented and 
expanded by being placed, within a powerful theory of syn= 
taxo^2 While I do net propose to go into all the details of 
syntax, it is. worth noting that. inflected ..words form the

9o Bloch.(1946a, p0 97) defines endings by defining 
each inflected form in a.paradigm and. subtracting the common 
meaningo While his definitions are quite adequate for his 
purposes, it is difficult to say which part of a definition 
attaches , to the ending, itself., and which to the construc
tion, if indeed such a distinction can...be made at. all0

lOo Bloch (i9Ma, Po 97) hedges on this points. 
,wlhen two or more paradigms. agree as to the number and.the 
meanings of their inflectional categories, the members of 
the paradigms belong to the same W.QBB OMSS |. otherwise they 
belong-to different, classes, or to different subdivisions of 
the same classo But words of different classes may have one 
or more, categories in commono”

11o .For examples copula forms which differentiate 
attributive,(na/no) and terminal (da)I the five -ara:verbs 
with special.infinitives.and imperatives in -ai: the. ̂ nega
tive adiectives11 and .special .indicatives like ii (Jci); and 
.l uu (luj o

' r- ■

12 0 The sub ject of Bloch (1946b)«,
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8aiielei? of all 8major8 sentences 0 .A ’predicate8 (.erne. o©n-
stltment of a 8 clause8 f others are; ’ clause attributes8) Is
made up of. such. a uupleus, perhaps preceded by s.ome words»
perhaps also followed by some, - particles.8:0 Exclusive of the
particles (which are.classified as 8final8 or men-final),
the following types of 8 inflected expressions8. are included?

.Alternative suru (or permissible honerifie)
' sinai.(or permissible honorific)

sltai (or permissible honorific)
Infinitive of >==- naru
adjective fv nai/
; naranai

,. narltai
Gerund of verb =••= verb
or copula nai

verb-nai
verb-tai

Houn ~=~===«====o=c= .nai (naku)
Mbun , rasrl
Eelational phrase 
Indicative verb 

i or adjective
loun copula o15 ,

\ Eelational phrase
Indicative verb - 
or adjective (>
clause particle) -
.Presumptive verb

fhese .Make up a;sublevel of syntax between the, (inflected)
word andfthe clause as-a.wholeo All other constructions
involve unit s. o ther than predicate s«,

13» Blbeh (1946b, ppc 158=61) handles the adjective 
renvo. ho here.? however, he would interpret the ni of noun 
ni naru (keivodoshi renvo ho) as a particle. " '
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All., this, amounts to a thoroughgoing and. rather suc

cessful attempt to apply an Indo-European analysis of in
flection to Japaneseo ̂  Compared. to what, the Japanese 
themselves have done, the.core of the■analysis' is very 
similar? ,it, is the handling.: of . the periphery which. .differs» 
loth postulate.bases (sokan)..endings (kel) and following 
particles (setsuzoteu.1oshi and.JodoshlVi. but,the assignment^ 
of lexical., items to these categories, rests, on different 
approacheso Thus the neo-Bloomfieldian analysis would sub
merge one stem (negative.),, be cause, it doesn't © e cur. without 
.1.0 do shi s submerge another (attributive) because it so seldom 
differs from, a, second (termlnalj;. make six of another (con- 
: tinuative) because It adds live invariant 1oshi and todoshi 
(the sixth is without; addition)| and create still another 
(non-past presumptive), only,half,recognized by the Japa
nese as the intentional,stem (See Appendix I)« The Japa
nese include some, things in their treatment of inflected 
words which the.neo-Blopmfieldians do n o t (final particles,, 
nouns in keivodoshi. etc.) and,,vice versa (derived bases, 
etc.)* On the basis, of. more, comprehensive coverage alone,

i t . Bio eh:8 s ( 1946abc ) view of the problems .involved
(defining the. word? bases and .endings), his idea of grammar
(morphology,; versus syntax? dependence. of levels)., and his
terminology (paradigms? word classes) reflect his Indo-
Buropean. outlook. This is less, true .of some of his fol
lowers (e* go Martin'i960).
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it is. diff icult to choose .between .the two systems s or the 
approaches.which they exemplify,'

v



TmiSFGBHiH omi, MAIiYSIS 
A transfGrma.tioia.al analysis of Japanese -.inileeted 

words ought to proceed on a <different set of assumptions §
1) as before, synchronic .analysis shomld preeedediaehronie j
2) grammar is gene rat ive, composed of rules which create 
only correct constructsi 3) there are at least three types 
of .rules corresponding to three interdependent linguistio 
levels # phrase structure $, transformation set, and aorpho-

.. -g
phonemic rules ..(Chomsky 1957»■'$$° 26«48, 61-84) . fhe 
ultimate . constituents -1 shall be directly coneerned. with 
correspond to .the ’morphs.® ..of the ne0-Bl.oomfieldi.ans., but 
the decision-: is arbitrary in. .my ease, and represents no 
theoretical., discontinuityc At this., stage, phonemic. notation 
..is used only to symbolize unambiguously these units.2

Bhrase . structure,. Within, the phrase structure , I. 
postulate a.rules

Verb phrase Verb (f) F (B), 
where ’verb phrase’ is equivalent to inflected word or 
voaent ’verb’, to base or gokan. ’T’ represents aunit

-1e Of course, these flevels ’ are not rigid .con
structs ;like those, of the reo-Bioomfieldiahs„ but merely 
the broadest grouping of rules by .order.and.typee

2. I use the word ’unit’ to replace either ’morph’ 
(the ultimate meaning element of real speech) or ’morpheme ’ 
(an abstract . class, of related morphs ) . . The.. distinction is 
irrelevant to what I have to say.
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usually indicated p&oiieinieally by /b/, which is. interpreted 
to mean 8 action eompleted8; if it is not present, the mean
ing •faction not completed8 attaches to,the verb phrase»- . 8F8 
represents a unit usually indicated phonemically by'/m/: or 
/i/s, which is interpreted to mean 8 may end a sentence81 if 
it is not presents, the meaning 8may not end a sentence8 
attaches to the verb phrase<> 8 D8 represents a,unit usually
indicated phonemic ally by /e (ba)/$, which vis Interpreted to 
mean 8 doubt exists 81 if, it is.,, not. present / the. meaning 8 cer
tainty is attested8 attaches to the verb phrase

' : ' -L ..A terminology for describing this . system might; be
as. followsi "

f = Perfective ;;
; . (1 is read 8perfectives) - ,

P = Pinalitive : . ;
3D = Pubitive
I = T = Imperfective
. (I is the absenee;of 19 and is read. 8imper=

, . . -feetive8) • ; - , . ■ -

? ,. 3o See Appendix. IX for a suggestion of how this
rples and the following one, might be integrated into a 
complete.phrase structure,, ,

Parentheses-mean a unit may or may-not be present0 
8P8 in this rule appears without.parentheses,because it must 
be present to have a complete sentencecr However, in certain 
subordinated.constructions, which are the. products of trans
formations (see. below), it may be removed by special rule„ 

Ihe „8phonemic. indications9... are only the most fre
quent and apply to single occufrences of the units0

She semantic definitions.apply- only to the units, by 
themselves (as they never in fact'-occur)» In a real word, 
there, is usually more meaning than the simple sum of the. 
verb, and its ending;: ‘



0 =  f =5. Oontlraat ive
P = D = Positive 0

I
This generates, eight forms s

'see*
verb or ICP form of verb m£ 0
verbT or TOP form of verb mi.te
verb P or IPP form of verb mi ra
verb, 1 or 10B form of verb ml. re
verb TP or TPP form, of verb ml. ta
verbT Dor TOD form of verb ml tara

/verb ID. or. IPD form of verb mi joo
verbTPD or TPD form,of verb ml taroo.^
A further rules 
Verb =» T© ((H) de)

Iff (adjective)
1 r

^2 ((Hd) si)
(M).' ' '

(consonant verbs)
(vowel verbs)Sl

will aeoonnt for form, olass.es whieh Interaot in various 
ways with the rest of the sentence. This, is the extent of

40 The. class to which the verb mlru. belongs nre° 
sents the. most .obvious, ease for analyzing,.endings in,'three 
unit slotso While in other elasses the unit boundaries may 
not be discoverable in the final utterance» this presents.no 
problem to the analysis«, since the condensed forms are Ldeter 
mined in a later stage of the grammar (morphophonemie rules)
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the treatment, of infleeted forms within the phrase struetia.re. 
level,

transformation.set,, I also postulate a.series of 
transformations something. like. the. following s 5

1) Several, optional processes which take any sen™, 
tenee (perhaps withont Vg, ), and interpolate 
nnlts °(r)area -(sjase, =takn, -nakn between verb 
and .ending (i, ev 1GP? etc, ) 0 Eearrangements of 
other sentence parts may take plaees, and the units 
are tagged -as to form' Class and certain.effects on 
preceding units,
2) Several optional processes which take any sen
tence 'and suffix one of a small list of units (e, g, 
ka„. io., wa , nee
3) An optional process which takes any sentence and. 
suffixes a unit io-ro, which may have effects on the 
preceding .unit.,'
4) An optional .process which takes Vq sentences of 
the. forms 1, . de if V f (D) and. de (l) F (h), where

5= See Appendix,XI'for a suggestion of how these 
transformations, might he ordered and formulated.within a 
complete set, Compare. John Chew (19^3ab ) and Samuel Martin 
(1960) as other examples of transformational-type treat
ments,

6, fhese could he included as hasle parts of the 
sentence (Chew 19^3h), fhis would,, entail recognizing a zero 
hasie. . element when such a,,.part icle , is ah sent«, or more than 
one sentence type,'
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(“copnlai1 noims8') and (time noms) are speelal. 

classes'.•. of nounsand ehanges • them to 11 ni and 
1= (nl)5 and Inserts them in another sentenee in 
certain specified positions.
5) SeTeral optional processes . which take any sen- 
tenee and. do. one of three thingsg . a) extract a noun 
(its. particle . disappears) and., suffix it to the rest 
of the sentenee» and replace . with the. entire con
struct ion the same noun in another sentence; b) suf
fix, no and re®luce.: the nouns <kot& or..mono in another 
sentence; c) simply prefix it to one of a small list 
of nouns (e» el .mono, koto, hazu. -tumori. loo) in 
another sentence, Yq sentences.are tagged for class 
1 ,̂ which gets special treatment« ^
6) An optional process .which,•takes one. or more sen
tences /with verb f I P  and one sentence si,($) 1
(S)s adds -ri to each of the first group, and suf- 
fixes.the sl-sentenoe.?
7) Several optional, processes which eithOri a) take 
any sentence9 eliminate,P, and prefix it-to, another 
sentenee; b) take a sentence with a specified ending$, 
add one of a. small list of units (e. g» kara.. .ga. • 
kedo)0 then prefix it to another sentence; or c)

7o The sentence with but one alternative form is by 
no means so common as. Block.implies .(1946b9 p, 159)»
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take a sentence with a specified, ending of at most 
a single or D, and.prefix it to one of a small
list of.special sentences (e» g. verb T - 1̂  (T) F 
(B)l verb F - ras£ (T) F (6); verb 3). = nari ° naira 
(T j F (F)| verb ° s.xigx . (g ) F (B) )ĉ
8) Several optional processes wb-icM take any sen
tence, and interpolate units... °»masn. etc0 between the 
final verb and its ending. These units are tagged 
in special form classes, and no componnding trans
formations may be applied after this one,̂  
Mornhonhonemlc rules. The morphophpnemic rules will 

carry out the conversion of what have up to now been.called 
■units.8 into the sounds of speech! They will perform at

. . 'S' ,

least the foil owing.. fun q t i on s § replace units, with, segmental 
phonemes, differently for various tagged classesintroduce 
morphophonemic variations which accompany tagged . classes | 
and assign suprasegmental guaeture and pitch patterns,

8, This transformation.needs to be expanded, to 
allow for the Inclusion of certain specified units '(wa, mo, 
no I perhaps special juncture’) between elements, -.Ghee’s 
Tl9@5b) treatment is.interesting, -

9! It8s not obvious,exactly how many politeness levels will be .needed-— probably two: -masu, and o-verb ni naru. Included here will be copula . expansions (desu., de gczaimasu) and adj eetive forms, (-1, de.su, -oc^uu ...e.ozaimasû , There is a possibility of overlap""with the. previous transformation in. some of these, p h e n o m e n a :
10, This has no implication regarding whether 

suprasegmental phenomena are ■8phonemic8 or not. If they
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This system is .designed to explain all ©cenrrenees 
of inflected forms in a Japanese text, just as are the two 
previously reviewed systems0 It covers the. same phenomena 
with a different theoretical framework; but its comprehen
siveness in fulfilling its specific purpose is neither 
markedly greater nor less than is.theirs0 A comparison of 
all three from a chosen point of view follows,

are, they will be assigned arbitrarily to their morphemes; 
if not, they will be assigned mechanicallyB 0f course $ 
suprasegmental phenomena which are morphemes should be 
represented among the unit symbols.

(•



ARGUMENT

Theory. Im this seetlon I shall, contend.that the 
transformational analysis is. snperior to either the trad.i= 
tional lapanese .or the neo-Bloomfieldian analysis 0 .Inasmuch
as all three adequately explain the.linguistic material 
which is their starting point , I can do this, only in rela
tion to something outside their specific sphere of concrete 
reference, something..which may ultimately be an. arbitrary 
choiceo In particular,. my analysis, proceeds from a general 
linguistic theory, whereas the other two do not» By sU*gen
eral .linguistic theory8 I mean neither a linguistic relatlT- 
ity hyp.0the.sis (each language must "be analyzed . according to 
its own 8 genius 8 5 nor any type of. ideal, grammatical .descrip
tion, though either or "both of these may he important0 I do

\

mean a coherent rationale for why the analysis evaluates as 
it does, based on a definite model of language in general 
and its internal structure»

Thus it may he said that the Japanese analyze their 
language according to its special genius, as.derived from 
their classical literature and the historical changes the 
language has.undergone; Indeed they do, hut the form their

j

grammar takes is explainable only as a historical outgrowths 
it has no theoretical coherent rationale 0 It may equally

27



truly be said that the..ne©=Bloomfleldlans analyze, Japanese 
with certain pre-estahllshed.goals In .mind0 . They have a 
deflnlteldeaof how their grammar should look, and hew.Its 
parts should be related0 Howevers that idea Is equally a 
product of historical development with no real coherent 
rationaleo A Japanese, asked why he postulates a negative 
stem-' (mizen kei)« or a neo"Bioomfieldian» asked why he 
postulates a gerund, might answers ^Becanse it. is there<,"
Of eourse.. they are there „ hut so are . a lot of other pos= 
slhle constructs whieh play no role in the respeotive ana- 
lyseso The same point can be made for relations between 
elements .in the...systems0

A transformational analysis operates with the rule. 
rather than the, form, , as, the basic elements The particular 
rules formulated accommodate to the nature of the particular 
language (io e0. its.'genius8)| they may then be classified 
according to a general theoretical scheme (i0 e0 an. 8ideal8 
form) without harm to descriptive powerj and without loss, of 
generalityo .A transformation'theorist asked to motivate. a 
particular rule might show how that rule explains' material 
not covered by other rules; how only a small number of con
ceivable rules • could account for the materials how the rule 
in question.simplifies description; or how that rule in the 
context of other rules helps.explain some,unforeseen aspect 
of the larger description^ In short, he would have; more



to say than simply ..that the ral e hand.1 es the phenomenon. for 
which it.was devised0

Segregati.on. Several . common, problems-will be noted 
in comparing.the three analyses 0 .Each ends np treating in
flected fqras. .on,two major level,s s,, one corresponding to a 
el o s e as so ciat ion. of a small., nmmber of language elements. ? 
the other considering the relations of a large numbero One 
problem is the ..isolation of the. elements which, come under 
the first level»" The Japanese establish by far the largest 
numb e r §

gokan.—  7 types, one occurs
kei —  54 types, one after gokan and each .ioddshi 
.iodoshi 18 types, as many as sir may occur 
setsuzoku .loshi 12 types, one may occur. '

cHowever, pre-final kei variations are merely mechanical, 
and depend on which other element s.. eo~occur..in the word 
fbunsetsu)o It is the final.kei.element (if there is no 
setsuzoku ‘ ,10shi) which is a function of .the ’syntactic 
construction, and might, be said to have an independent

1 „ The .seven gokan are the form classes: the, kei 
■ include the. ŝhlkl ;kei and ombin kel. Perhaps all the kei . 
types in the goiu on ought to be included (!<, ka,, kl <■ 
etc «, counted - separately from ga, gi, etc.... or ta, cj., etc „) 0 
This would greatly increase the, number of kei. For the 
other, two classes, .1 count, only the examples given by Saeki 
(1959, ppo' 9.2-9.) o There are many more = The occurrence of 
six is only a theoretical, limit for . .Iodoshi. and may not 
be reached . in fact 1 Poms ilke^ikaseraretakunai-, rasli.: desu
must be considered-of-doubtful.eorreetnesso



meaningo The hunsetsn
wasn re ta rasi i. gohan. (hell jodoshl,» (kei) .jodoshi kei
8 (1) seem- to ha^e forgotten» 8.

wenld he analyzed, into six elements, of which the two
earlier: kei are predietahle from the. other elements*

J ' 'The neOf-Bloomfieldian analysis rediices the nnmber of
elements and simplifies,their relations §

"base constituents —  7 types „ one to five oceur 
"bases 6 types$, one, oe.enrs 
endings --.37 types, one oeeursv "

There is a definite hierarchy of combined base morphs, such 
that there are only two constituents at each level0. The. in
clusion of basevderivation is an increase in scope over the 
Japanese';treatment.o, A corresponding .decrease results from 
the. relegation of particles to syntactic function only*
Thus:

20 The seven,constituent types used by Bloch 
(1946c) ares .
. . bbund .f brm. ■ ; -

base,of other verb 
infinitive of verb 
non-past indicative of verb 
past indicative of verb ^

- - • noun
relational, phrase.

The base types are. cgafn form.classes. .In the endings,
I. haven't .counted what Bio eh lists as seven additional 
polite copula endings (see below).



•gasure . ̂ a _. ms± i
- Base constitueB.t base constituent base ~ ending,v5/ )
A transfermational analysis reduces and simplifies 

still.furthers
verb 1 types one occurs
inflection units == three; each, or the absence ofeach, is.significant<>

It does this by relegating base derivation to the trans=
formational level (i, e.* 'syntax), but more importantly by
relegating form Glasses to the • morphophonemic.level,

V  . '

The point at issue is.the criterion for assigning 
a particular phenomenon to one level or the other, The. 
major difference between Bloch and. the Japanese is that he 
has a simple criterion^ if an element is closely.bound to 
a base and.does .not vary; its form, it is an ending.or part 
of an ending; if it is ..closely bound, and varies, it is a 
bound, base| if it is loosely bound, and does not vary, it 
is a p a r t i c l e I  would introduce, an.additional criterion 8 
if .an ’ ending8- occurs only in. compound sentences - (e0- go 
=tari, the alternative base), or if sentences in which it

3'o Rasii. is treated on two levels by Bloch (1946b, 
pp0 1.60=1; 1946c, po 313) o; Some instances are,, syntactic,

4, Bloch does not discuss this point direetlyo By
variation I mean his 8=9-10 fold system; but I cannot be
more, explicit than he.. about the degree of ’boundness,8 = It
is involved with, the difference of construct ion. on the, two
levels. See above, note 4, p, 13,
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occurs are always related to sentences in.which it does not 
(e0 go Imperative las.e), then transformational treatment. Is 
In ordero: lote the symmetry which resmlts In the .present
ease from the .application of" this, last principlei'

On the whole, then, the nec-Bloomfleldlan.analysis 
Is more advanced than the Japanese; It Is more concise and 
consistent, both.In itself and from-the .point of view of 
the transformational .tre.atmento It uses an additional. di=> 
mension in its analysis„ She Japanese.linear approach is 
fundamentally an example of a finite state.model;, the nee- 
Bloomfieldian,. of... a phrase structure .model, (Ghomsky 1957 ? 
ppo 18-339 61-84), mShls is only a general characterization, 
of course, as both (and particularly the Japanese) may use 
different structures in some details of their grammars e 

She conulai Another basic. problem -which I shall, 
discuss is that of the copula.o All. three analyses find some 
instances: of.the copula to be inflected,, formso- She Japanese 
treat them,as endings ,of a form class-of inflected.words 
(heivodoshi)« She neo-Bloomfieldians.,treat them as an in
flected word plus endings» From a transformational point of
view, the Japanese treatment is more useful,;, it should, how-

! : ■ ■ J : : ' ever, not be limited to: a small number of noun-based for-. ! , / i
mations. (io e,7 1 eopular notms6), but extended to. all copular 
uses. of the copula, regardless of whether they take , na or no 
as their attributive (rental.kel) variant. She nee-
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B1oomf leldiaH.treatment of noim ,da.on the same level as

i •>"vearh te irm or ad.ieetlve lai.” naru (i0 e0 as a predicate
type ). Is obviously a . mistakeB emphasis 0 It . should rather , be 
treated as analogous. to . nonm suru. (1,0 e» as a, derived base)«

- IA. transformational approach.eliminates any possible contro
versy.* it can establish such. a-, cons tract ion formally when
ever convenient without any undesirable, implication about 
the relative. 8 connection8: of' the elements 0

i  , /A second mistahe made by the-neo.-lloomfieldians re
garding the copula is the claimed analogy between.the verb 
te forms and the copula de9 resulting.in the classification 
of de as the gerund of the copula, This is presumably based 
on the similarity in statistical occurrence of the forms, 
both.are the usual connective,for their respective classes.
In fact $ the form de is'the infinitive of the copula, as can 
be seen from the Japanese kelvodoshi charts.(Saefei 1959» pp.
98-9). This, -leaves the gerund (or TOP form) empty. It may

.« -

be filled by the attested form.dac.te (Katsumata 1954, pp,
183-4) s which would be expected, or left deponent., ̂ The 
fact that daate is of infrequent and special occurrence is 
irrelevant |. so is desite. included, (presumably.. on. formal
rr-m ,K. „k ,. .,t t- .... . ... .

5. This is Bloch8s.analysis. Shohara and Iamagiwa 
(1980s,, p„ 24) adopt the dapahese position, as do I,

6, This is Shohara ̂and .yamagiwa 8 s - solut ion:, (1960 $ p,
24)« When such a form as daate does exist, I.prefer.to
apply the argument of increased.symmetry.



grounds) by the neo-BloomfieldiaiiSo
The copula problem is complicated by the special 

polite forms, degu, ete„ Both-the Japanese and, the neo- 
Bloomfieldlans . adopt;,the, cumbersome ■ expedient, of creating 
two levels, of the. copula, a. phenomenon not . occurring with
any other Inflected form (Saeki 19599 PPo 98=9; Bloch 1946a,

q - - -ppo 108=9)o k transformatlonal,analysis need..not be
bothered with this doubtful, treatment s- desu stands, to da as
verb masu stands to verb F0 Polltecopular forms also come
up in the adjective paradigm,,as equivalent to “masu, which
is not used with adjectives 0 I have snggesfed two 'alter-.
natives to handle theses either as verb compounds (with the
disadvantage, that, a spe.cial rule must be inserted to prevent
some non-polite eopmlar forms from occurring in this con=
struct, ion), or. as. an addition to the “masu trams format ion
(with,the disadvantage of breaking the unity of the eopular
forms)e Either case would come in the transformational
level o The =masu transformatldn as . outlined . above , . -which)
operates -only, on final ..verbs (io e0 having the. unit 1), 
eliminates forms,like.desite„ desitara..-maseba..=masitara, 
-masite. etc, which are infrequent in.any. case. They might 
be reimtreduced by.altering that transformation,in accord 
with various.styles of speaking0

8„ Either.might,conceivably have adopted my treat
ment into his system. It would have been much ..more dif.f i- 
cult to justify on grounds other than symmetry, however„ ..



(Dims the neo-Bloomfieldians, wMle ad^akelng greatly 
the analysis of Japanese graramars could well have profited 
from.some of the specific,treatments of Japanese scholars, 
who after, all, have a .finer sense of judgment about their 
native language* My transformational,analysis attempts to 
synthesize the best aspects of both, with,the addition of a 
new theoretical frame of.referenced

Semantics n fhe third basic problem.to be discussed 
is that of semantics;§ what - the inflected forms mean, and how 
the meaning can be distributed among the various elements 
present, The Japanese discuss this quite superficially 
(S.aeki 1959 s pp.* i 32-7 ); they are not usually concerned with 
semantics below the 9word8. level.* ̂ .The neo~B1 oomfieldians 
are more sophisticated (see above, note 9, .p.* 1,6), and 
attempt to semantically limit inflee.tional endings*

The diffieulty in both systems comes from.a failure 
to rigorously define the, morph (or better, the last level of 
units before the, application, of. morphephonemic rules)* The 
Japanese . are. not interested in such .definition, and the heo- 
Blosmfieldtans are inconsistent *. Bioeh (1946a , p * 100) 
recognizes certain similarities in his.endings, but fails; to 
see in them,important categories*: . He is left with too many 
morphemes, and cannot supply any real insight into the seman
tic properties of .Japanese . inflection*

A transformational approach provides the key to un
ravel the problem* It has no need for clear morpheme



boundaries on any phonemic level, and it can.use semantic 
hints in its analysis without risk of circularity, since 
the system, is justified in comparison to others and not by 
its diseoyery procedure:. There is then .a solid hierarchy 
of elements against which the meaning, of largef elements 
(which is presumably clear to native speakers) may be ana
lyzed (Chomsky 1957» PP» 92"1©5), 5

Once again the benefits of a rigorous but eclectic 
approach outweigh those of analysis according to special •
$genius %  which is apt to leave out relevant areas alto
gether; and those of analysis by 8 ideal descriptive form, 
which may be tied to. a. rigid. and pre-conceived. outlook,, and 
also miss important points.



CONGIiUSIOI

Some of the advantages of a transformational treat
ment should be apparent; at the same time it will he noted 
that some of the simplification was gained at the expense 
of more rules in parts of the grammar not specifically dis= 
cussedi My basic argument for my own analysis remains its 
foundation in what I have called a 8general linguistic 
theory8„ Using such a theory, I can prove the superiority 
of my. analysiso The others have no such theory„ They can, 
on the other hand, claim quite rightly that, as far as Japa
nese inflected words are concerned, their systems work as 
well as mine <, If the reader is unwilling to accept my 
theoretical premise, presumably he will also be unable to 
accept my claims of superiority.

That claims of superiority remain unconvincing need 
not detract from an appreciation of transformation theory 
as one method of analysis. It does provide a more integrated 
approach to grammar (in the larger sense) than the other 
two specific analyses here examined, and this circumstance 
constitutes one of the difficulties in presenting it pro
perly, I cannot do justice to the theory within the narrow 
scope of this paper; I simply suggest some of. the ways in 
which it might be applied to the Japanese language,
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APPE1TDII I 
JAPAHESE EXAMPLES

Shese examples are transcribed according to Hattori 
Shiro8 s system.(note 2, p, 2)0 . Their purpose is to illus
trate the differences between the three analyses described 
in the text, rather than to show all the inflectional pheno
mena of the Japanese language» Por the latter purpose, the 
sources cited in describing the. analyses. (Bloch 1946abC5 
Saeki 1959) contain ample material„ Also, there exist 
elementary textbooks exemplifying all. three approaches 8 
($J) lamagiwa (19̂ 35 ? laganuma (1.951) ? (HB ) Martin (1956), 
Shohara and Xamagiwa (i960), Jordan (1962), Bleiler (1963); 
($E) Putzar, Bedell, and Putzar (1963)» Phe abbreviations 
PJ (traditional. Japanese), HB (neo-Bloomfieldian)., and PR 
(transformational.) will distinguish the analyses. A star 
('»’) indicates that the form starred is not a common usage 
(for stylistic or other reason), but is asserted in the 
specified analysis to be grammatically correct.

A. Basic forms of the verbs, kau 8buy8 1 and miru
8 see8

. PJ HB PR
mizen non-p indie ICP

kawa- kau kai
mi- mlru mi



shikokao-mi-
renySkaimi

non-p pve kaoo rnijoo
imp kaemiro

TCP

IFP

onbinkaq-
mi-

prov kaebamireba
ICD

shtlshi , kau mlru
inf kaimi

TPP

rentalkaumiru
p indiekaqta

mita.

TCP

kateikae-mire-
meireikaem£jo

p pve

cond

kaqtaroo
mftaroo

kaqtara mltara

IFP

TFP

alterkaqtarimltari
gerund

kaqtemite
B. Comparative form charti
mizenshiko
renyoonbin

meirei

non-p indie imp

shushirental

non-p pve
prov

gerund i p pve p indie Icond
alter
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kaqtemite

kaumiru

kaebamlreba

kaqtamlta

kaqtaramltara

kaoo mi j oo

kaqtaroomltaroo



4©
ISP imf
TCP gertmd
IPP non-p indie
10B proT
TPP p indie
SGI eend
IPD nen^p pve
SPB p pve

imp
alter

Go Gemparative analyses (see Appendix II for 
transformational notation)s 

1o Segregation s
a* Kare wa uresingaqtari kanasingaqtari sita* 8He 

alternated Joy with griefc
Sd§ uresingaq ' tari kanasingaq

■ go lean (onhin) setsmzolm joshi gokan.4- (onhin)
tari si ta
setsmzokn Joshi gokan 4> (renyo) jo do ski > shlshi
IBs nresi ngaq tari

base constituent base eonstitment 
base : • - - alter
psendo p re die ate ' '
kanasi ngaq tari si ta
b^eeiejCî;ieieâa)ĤDogeeŵ ôw
base I alter base ending
verb phrase

Sis S|s uresihgaq ta
A f F B

SpS kanasingaq ta
B I F B

r ' - ' - .S-zS si ta /-
B

$a^  ;s ures ingaqtari kanasingaqtari,. sita
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b. Bjooki nga waruku naqta. 'His illness gotworse.*

TJ: warn ku naq tagokan (renyo) gokan + (onbin) jodoshi + shushi
NBi warn ku naq tabase inf base n indlcverb phrase

j TRi S j: warn i

Sr>: naqtaE
Tadv: 'wsiruku naqta

c. Tamango wa niwatori ni naru. 'An egg develops into a chicken.'
TJ5 niwatori ni na rugokan shushi
NB: niwatori ni na runoun rel. part.relational phrase base non-n indie 

predicate
2. The copula:
a. Kore wa dare no hon desu ka. 'Whose book is

this?'
NB: dare no ho3 desu kanoun rel. part, rel. nhr.______nounnoun phrase pol. cop. + non-p indie part.
TRi SJi dare da*H1 de-C

8p: hon da
N 2 B

T^d3: dare no hon da*
Tx: dare no hoH da ka
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Tp̂ : dare no hon desu ka

b. Keqkoo na ganzitu desu ne. 'It's a fine Hew 
Year's Day, isn't it?'
TJ; keqkoo na ganzitugokan (rental)
NB: keqkoo na ganzitunoun copula + non-n indieclausal modifier__________ nounnoun phrase
TR: Si: keqkoo daN1 de 0

So! gaSzitu da N2 B
J keqkoo na ganzitu da

c. II desu. 'It's all right.'
TJ; i i desugokan shushi jodoshl
HB: i i desubase non-u indie pol. con. + non-n indie

polite adjective
TR: S: li

Tpli 11 desu
d. Nan daqte kaeqte kita. 'Why have you come

back?'
TJ: nan daq te kaeq tesetsuzoku joshi gokan + (onbin) s. j.
ki tagokan jodoshl + shushi
NB: nan daq te kaeq te ki tanoun copula gerund base gerund base p indie

pseudo predicate p. p. predicate
TR: S.: nan daq t a*A F-



T1 ,8 nail daqte kaeqta* conj
kita  ̂ S

T1 nan daqte kaeqte kita*con j
3. Semantics:
a, Kjoo wa getujoobi daqta naa. 'Well, today isMonday!1

NB: daq tacopula past indie
TRi daq tacopula 'action complete* 'ends sentence' 'certainty attested*



APPENDIX II 
A PARTIAL TRANSFORMATIONAL 
GRAMMAR OF MODERN JAPANESE

This grammar follows the general outline of Noam 
Chomsky (1957, pp. 109-14). Consult his book for further 
explanation of details. Some symbols used here but not 
mentioned in the text are:

verb phrase
phrases ending in ga. o
sentence

noun
a N^ animate, and inanimate nouns

SC
SA

nouns forming verbs by the addition of sum
(underlined phonemic notation) a 
particular unit
a transformation 'x*
structural analysis of sentence(s)
structural change in sentence(s)

A ., E elements of particular sentence(s)
elements of sentence type(s) 
all X*s except Xn

44
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I. Phrase Structure

1. S (gaP) (oP) VP
2. gaP IT + £a
3. oP —> M + o
4. VP —» verb (T) F (D)
5. verb VQ (no oP)

V^ (no oP) 

V4

6. V0 N de
7. V ^ (N0) si
8. V2
9. v3 -> naku

ookiku
etc.

10. v4 -> tobi
kal
etc.

11. V5 tabe
ml
etc.

12. H -* Na
Ni
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13. Na -> kare

Ziroo
etc.

14. H1 N0
N+
N-
kore
hon
etc.

15. N0 -f sanco
benk.loo
etc.

16. N+ keokoo
klrei
etc.

17. Ima 
nici.loobi 
etc.

II Transformation set
A. Tc (causative)

SA:' (A sa) (B o) V_0,3 (0) 
SO: X1 &a"%2 o X3 X4 -» (i£

B. I (passive)

ga) X 1 ni X2 o 
(s)Me X4
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SA: same as Tc, or

(D ga) (A ni) (B o) V-o^ (s)ase (0)
SO $ x1 Ka Xg ̂ X-̂ x4 Xg ga X̂  ni X^

(r)are X4
0. Tg (suffering)

SA: (A ga) B 0 V ((jg)ase) (C)
SC: Xi &a Xg 0 X3 X4 -■> (Ha ga) X1 nl Xg 0

X3 (r)are X4
D. (deslderatlve)

SA: ... V.q.^ ((g)ase) ((r)are) (0)
SO: X1 X2 X1 taku X2

E. Tn (negative)
SA: ... V ((s)ase) ((r)are) (lLaku) (0)
SO: X-| X2 -> X̂  (a)naku X2

P. Tadv (first adverbial)
SA: S1: N+ de (0). or N_ de (0)

S2: (A ga) (B o) (B)
SO: X1 X2; X3 X4 X5 -> X1 ni X3 X4 X5, or

X, nl Xj|_ X^, or
x5 x4 X, nl x5

G. ifdv (second adverbial)
SA: S1: (A) V5 (B)

S2: (0 ga) (D o) B
SO: X, X2 X3$ X4X5 -> X4 x2 x5
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H. (first adjectival)
SA: (A) N B

S2i (0) N D
SO: xt x2 X3 X4; X5 X2 X5 X5 Xt X4 X2 X6

I. (second adjectival)
SA: SlS (A) V_Q (B)

Sg: (0) Nq D, where Nq is a class of nouns. . . including mono. koto. hazu,tumori, .1oo. and others
SO: X1 X2 X3; X4 X5 X6 X4 Xt X2 X3 X5 X6

J. T^dj (third adjectival)
SA: S1: IT 1 de (0)

S2: (A) IT2 B
SO: X1 X2 X3; X4 X5 X6 -» X4 X1 X2 X5 X6

K. Tnom (nominalizing)
SA: S<|: any sentence

S2«
SO: X1} X2 x3 X4 -» X2 X1 no X4

I. lwd (ga, dake)
SA: (A) N B
SC: X, X2 X3 X4 X2 X, X4

M. TaXt (alternative)
Si.g...!!-,: (A) U L E
Sn: si (B)

SO: X, X2 11X5X4x1 ... X ^ - i

N. lg0nj (first conjunctive)
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SA: S 1 i (A) F (B)

Sg: any sentence
SC: X1 X2 X3; X4 -» X1 X3 X4

0. T§0nj (second conjunctive)
SA: S 1: A ICP

TCP 
IFP

Sg: any sentence
SC: X. XP; X-z -> X4 XP p X-z, where p is a class ̂  ̂ of particles, including kara. kedo. ga, shi. to, and others

P. Tconj (third conjunctive)
SA: Si: A ICP

TCP 
IPP 
ICD 
TPP

Sg: V (B), where V is a class of verbs, ̂ including i1, rasi. nari(a)naku, sugi, and many others
sc: xt x2; x5 X4 -•> x1 x2 X3 X4

Q. Tx (extension)
SA: A F (B)
SC: X-j X2 X3 X-j X2 X3 ^a

12
maee

H. Tpl (polite)
SA: A (T) F (D)
SC: X<j X2 — X<] masi X2
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S. Th (honorific)

SA: (A) (B)
SO: Xj Xg X3 X̂  o-Xg ni narl X3

T. Timp (imperative)
SA: A F
SC: Xt X2 Xt X2 lo-ro



APPENDIX III 
LINGUISTIC TERMS IN JAPANESE ORTHOGRAPHY

The entries in this table are arranged according to 
the Japanese syllabic order (go.1u on), 

izen L—-1 / /»\
i chi dan -—

onbin

katsuyo
katei
kana
kami

gyo ^  

kei ̂
keiyoshi^ ̂  
keiyodoshi

gokan ^  
goju on -%
godan

shiko 
shimo ^  

shushi ^  Jl.

joshl
jodoshi i& t) 

jiritsugo ^

setsuzoku

dan ^30 

chushi

do shi

fuzokugo ^  
futsu ^  5 ^  
bunsetsu

henkaku

ho

mizen

meirei ^

yogen ^
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yodan

retsu

03 J^L_ rental
^ renyo jg. ^
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